Abstract. Continuous queries applied over nonterminating data streams usually specify windows in order to obtain an evolving -yet restricted-set of tuples and thus provide timely results. Among other typical variants, sliding windows are mostly employed in stream processing engines and several advanced techniques have been suggested for their incremental evaluation. In this paper, we set out to study the existence of monotonicrelated semantics in windowing constructs towards a more efficient maintenance of their changing contents. We investigate update patterns observed in common window variants as well as their impact on windowed adaptations of typical operators (like selection, join or aggregation), offering more insight towards design and implementation of stream processing mechanisms. Finally, to demonstrate its significance, this framework is validated for several windowed operations against streaming datasets with simulations at diverse arrival rates and window sizes.
Introduction
Continuous queries over data streams require near real-time responses in many mission critical applications, such as telecom fraud detection, stock exchange bids or traffic surveillance systems. Stream processing must keep up with the fluctuating arrival rate of high-volume transient items, otherwise dropping unprocessed tuples is inevitable [17] . Therefore, it cannot be expected that fast in-memory computation could be performed over the entire stream, lest that available system resources would get rapidly exhausted.
Windows are abstractions specified through distinctive properties inherent in the incoming data, aiming to provide finite stream portions for efficient query processing. In fact, users typically submit queries that specify a particular period of interest, such as "continuously identify the 10 stocks with the greatest drop during the past hour". Typically, a sliding window is repetitively applied over the stream and returns its most recent items at any given time, e.g., items received in the past hour or the latest 1000 tuples. Several system prototypes have been implemented, such as AURORA [1] , Borealis [2] , Gigascope [12] , STREAM [6] , and TelegraphCQ [7] , setting a foundation for Stream Processing Engines [17] , also suggesting certain window types for specifying suitable stream subsets.
In this work, we conduct a careful study of the intrinsic window semantics with respect to monotonicity, extending a recent analysis on sliding windows [10] . Usually, the contents of a window (known as its current state) change continuously over time, as fresh stream items get included while older elements are rejected (e.g., those having arrived more than an hour ago). Stream tuples may participate in many successive window states, but each current state does not necessarily subsume its preceding one, hence it appears that most typical windowing constructs are non-monotonic.
Window specification [16] is based on succession of streaming tuples, often associating suitable time indications to them. Thanks to such timestamps that control admission and expiration of tuples from the current state, windowing constructs show interesting repetitive patterns when refreshing their contents. For instance, an item that has just been inserted into an one-hour long sliding window, will be surely discarded from it after exactly one hour. Although this key observation cannot really eliminate the burden of non-monotonicity in windowing constructs, it may still facilitate their efficient state maintenance.
In addition, such patterns prove helpful when evaluating windowed operators. We specifically examine the impact of window updates on the results of respective relational operators, such as joins or aggregations over windows, and we offer insight on their intrinsic semantics. We stress that our focus is on properties of individual operators, and not on entire query execution plans that raise issues beyond the scope of this paper (such as operator scheduling, data propagation and query plan optimization). In that respect, this work is orthogonal to recent efforts towards development of stream processing engines. Overall, we consider windows as first-class citizens in stream processing, fully integrated into a powerful set of operators that can express a wide range of continuous queries.
In summary, the main contributions of our work are:
-We provide a classification of most typical window variants with respect to their update patterns. -We further suggest that the observed update behavior -although not strictly monotonic-may lead to nearly smooth maintenance of window states. -We investigate the implications of window updates on operators commonly applied in continuous queries. -We validate this framework against streaming datasets and demonstrate its benefits in evaluation of windowed operators over evolving streams.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline essential notions on data streams and windows. Section 3 develops monotonicrelated semantics inherent in typical windowing constructs. Section 4 discusses the effect of window update patterns on relational operators. Results from an experimental validation are reported in Section 5. Section 6 surveys recent work on stream processing using windows, whereas Section 7 concludes the paper.
Fundamentals on Windows over Data Streams
In this section, we outline the main principles concerning window specification in continuous queries over data streams. In-depth discussion with algebraic notations and formal semantics can be found in our earlier work [16] .
Abstract Semantics of Streams and Windows
Items of a data stream are usually considered as relational tuples with appropriate signs concerning either the time they were admitted to the system or their sequence number. In either case, such timestamps provide unique ordering reference for all tuples. Given that multiple recordings arrive for processing continuously, time indication and item succession play a vital role, because data stream elements should be given for query evaluation in accordance to a strict ordering. All timestamps are drawn from a common Time Domain T, which is an ordered, infinite set of discrete time instants τ ∈ T. Apparently, T may be considered similar to the domain of natural numbers N.
A typical assumption [3] is that a possibly large, but always bounded number of tuples from stream S arrive for processing at each timestamp τ ∈ T. Hence, even if the entire stream may be unbounded, its instantiation is considered finite at any single time τ . We also assume that a timestamp attribute A τ is attached to the schema of tuples and takes its ever-increasing values from T. Since a stream may be considered as an ordered sequence of data items evolving in time, its current contents at time τ i ∈ T are all tuples accumulated so far, i.e.,
Given that query processing should be carried out in main memory so as to meet real-time requirements, only a restricted number of stream tuples can be maintained each time. It is exactly this finite portion of stream contents that can be considered at each evaluation; such an operation is abstracted through a windowing construct by setting specific constraints over time, number of tuples or other stream properties. A windowing attribute [14] is necessary for establishing order among stream items, and timestamps serve this purpose perfectly.
In essence, at each time instant τ i ∈ T, the current window state W E (S(τ i )) makes up a temporary relation of a finite set of tuples qualifying to constraints set by the window specification. In [16] we suggested a family of flexible scope functions for determining the exact structure of a window through: (i) its timevarying lower and upper bounds, (ii) the window extent ("size"), and (iii) its adjustment across time. Typically, such a function takes as arguments a time interval of interest or a specific tuple count and returns an ever-changing set of stream items as time evolves (e.g., all tuples received during the past hour or the most recent 100 tuples). More details can be found in [16] .
Commonly Used Window Types
Next, we summarize the basic features of typical tuple-and time-based windowing constructs that are mostly utilized in stream processing:
Count-based Windows. A typical count-based window returns each time the N most recent tuples of stream S (Fig. 1a) . In practice, such a sliding fixed-count extent is accomplished by discarding the most remote item from current window state so as to accommodate the newly arrived one, provided that each tuple is assigned a unique sequence number upon admission to the system [3] . Partitioned Windows. This demultiplexing operator implies that the entire stream S is subdivided into several substreams S 1 , S 2 , . . . according to the values of certain grouping attributes. At each time instant τ ∈ T, the N most recent tuples are taken from each resulting substream S i as its contribution to the overall window state, which is derived as the union of partial results (Fig. 1b) . For example, to identify current trends for a financial application, moving aggregates can be computed by obtaining the 1000 most recent stock readings from each particular sector (i.e., industry, banking, telecommunications etc.).
Landmark Windows. Such windows have their lower or upper bound fixed at a specific time instant τ ("landmark"), letting the other bound follow the evolution of time, e.g., "get all recordings collected after 10 p.m." Thus, newly arriving tuples are simply appended to the window state without discarding existing ones (Fig. 1c) . Potentially, this window state will be steadily expanding until either it gets explicitly revoked or all stream items are entirely consumed.
Time-based Sliding Windows. This construct is perhaps the most widely used in continuous queries over streams. The state of such a window is specified by a fixed-size temporal extent ω, usually the most recent time interval (e.g., "continuously return all stream items of the past hour"), by appending fresh tuples and discarding older ones on the basis of their time indications (Fig.   1d ). Stream arrival rate may fluctuate, so a different number of items may be returned at any given time. Typically, the window slides at a unit step β = 1 (i.e., every instant) leading to overlaps between successive states, although a multi-hop progression step 1 < β < ω is also an option.
Time-based Tumbling Windows. When progression step β of a sliding window is greater than or equal to its temporal extend ω, then each state returns disjoint "batches" of tuples every β time instants (Fig. 1e) . In case β = ω, a new window state is created as soon as the previous one gets discarded. Hence, each tuple is allowed to take part in calculations (e.g., aggregates) only once. For instance, average network traffic may be computed every 30 minutes, considering all packets transferred within the past half hour (β = 30 min).
Examining Monotonic-related Window Semantics
Next, we consider the notion of monotonicity with respect to results of continuous queries and examine several issues raised from usage of windows. We then proceed to investigate the update patterns observed in typical window variants.
Monotonicity of Continuous Queries
A large class of continuous queries involve append-only results, thus not allowing any deletions or updates at answers already returned. This approach may cover some operators (like projection or selection) that act as simple filters over current stream tuples, just delivering any qualifying items to an output stream. For instance, sensor readings indicating temperatures ≥ 30 o C can be immediately identified as they flow into the system; these items are returned as answers without further processing. Such stateless operators do not delete tuples already emitted in their output stream, hence their incremental evaluation is possible: no past items need be retained from the transient stream contents. Formally:
where Q(S(τ i )) denotes results produced at time τ i from qualifying tuples of stream contents S(τ i ).
Unfortunately, not all continuous queries are monotonic. Some blocking operators, like aggregation or sorting, are unable to produce any results unless they consume the entire input. Besides, stateful operators, like join or intersection, should maintain tuples from their input streams, in order to guarantee that a fresh item from either stream would still be able to match an older tuple from the other one [19] . To remedy such intricacies, windows have been devised as a means of providing bounded datasets to query operators.
However, when applying windows over streams, non-monotonic results are generally returned. For instance, when a sliding window is applied over a stream, some new tuples are included in the current state of that window, but its oldest contents expire due to window movement (Fig. 1d) . Expiration timestamps may be attached to operator results, denoting their validity interval. Another interesting technique for evaluating sliding window queries is to introduce negative tuples [9] as a means of cancelling previously emitted, but no longer valid results. In general, non-monotonic queries may have results that expire at unpredictable times; in case of an expiring item p, a negative tuple p − must be generated as an artificial copy of p, so as to signify its removal from the result. Nonetheless, this policy requires reengineering of the entire query evaluation process, since operators should be considerably enhanced in order to consume both positive (regular) and negative (cancellation) tuples.
A meticulous study on monotonicity of query operators coupled with sliding windows has been presented in [10] , also proposing a classification of such continuous queries according to their update patterns. Besides strictly monotonic and non-monotonic operators, two other categories were suggested in between:
-In weakest non-monotonic operators, results get appended to and discarded from the output stream in a FIFO fashion. -Weak non-monotonic operators do not generally show a FIFO pattern in the way their results expire, but expiration times can be determined for all results without emitting negative tuples.
Apparently, the actual contents of window states vary according to the inherent semantics of each particular variant. In fact, the actual state depends on whether window's bounds change, as well as on their progression with time. By examining the current values of window specification at any given time, containment and expiration of timestamped tuples can be easily decided, thus providing the temporary window state. In the following, we develop the monotonic-related characterization even further, extending it to cover all typical window variants.
Update Patterns of Sliding Windows
Time-based sliding windows are characterized as weakest non-monotonic in [10] . Indeed, new tuples may be appended to the current window state, while pushing out some older items. But, depending on the progression step β between successive evaluations at times τ i−1 and τ i , common tuples may be found in the corresponding states (Fig. 1d) . It can be easily proven the following Proposition 1. Between successive states of a time-based sliding window with
Despite such continuous change in window states, ordering among qualifying tuples is always preserved, since items are included into and excluded from the sliding window in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) fashion. If τ , τ respectively denote the original timestamp value and expiration time of a stream tuple s, then:
Similar remarks are valid for count-based variants, given that admission timestamps and expiration times adhere to identical orderings for all tuples. Since window's extent is fixed (expressed either as N tuples or as ω time units), the ordering of expiration times is actually equivalent to shifting (by N or ω, respectively) the original succession of timestamps attached to streaming items.
Update Patterns of Tumbling Windows
As prescribed by tumbling window semantics, every state ceases to exist in its entirety upon initiation of its succeeding one (Fig. 1e) . Hence: 
Despite appearances, discussion about monotonicity for a tumbling window cannot be ruled out altogether. Indeed, expirations occur every β time units and are known beforehand for each state and all their tuples. Within a state, though, tuples continue to pile up without removing any previous item. Therefore, the contents of a single state grow monotonically until their simultaneous expiration.
Meanwhile, in terms of efficient maintenance, a tumbling construct may be loosely considered as a sliding one with the same extent; its bounds shift in unison at each time unit (e.g., every second or at each new timestamp value). The only difference is that a tumbling window discloses its state periodically, as specified by its progression step β. A practical evaluation policy would be to remove a tuple participating in the current state at the same order it was originally inserted, emulating a sliding window pattern with some kind of deferred elimination of tuples in plain FIFO fashion. Hence, as autonomous operators, tumbling windows may be considered weakest non-monotonic, due to their intrastate monotonicity and implicit resemblance to sliding windows.
Update Patterns of Partitioned Windows
The partitioned variant essentially applies a sliding construct against each of the partial substreams S 1 , S 2 , . . . in which the original stream S is being demultiplexed. Therefore, the contents in each of the N -sized constituent partitions change in FIFO order. Still, it should not be expected that the obtained tuples change at the same regular rate for each partition, because it may occur that some partition S i has much older tuples compared to another partition S j . Some combinations of values (e.g., those defining S j ) on the grouping attributes may be observed frequently while some others less often (e.g., for S i ), depending on the actual patterns detected in the incoming tuples (Fig. 1b) . It is also possible that during some time interval no fresh tuples qualify for a partition, which still retains its state as created from items received long ago.
Since overall window state is always obtained from the union of all partitions, it turns out that expiration order of items does not generally coincide to their succession in timestamp values, not even to their insertion order into the partitioned window. Yet, the expiration time of each tuple can be determined with respect to the partition it belongs to. So, partitioned windows can be considered as weak non-monotonic, and do not necessitate generation of negative tuples.
Update Patterns of Landmark Windows
Contrary to other types, lower-and upper-bounded landmark windows are strictly monotonic, since no tuple is ever removed from any window state. Hence:
Proposition 4. For a landmark window with a lower-bound at time instant
This means that the window state at an arbitrary time instant clearly subsumes its previous ones, practically containing all their tuples. The situation is similar with upper-bound landmarks. In the trivial case that both bounds remain unchanged over time, the resulting fixed-band windows [16] are also monotonic.
Impact on Windowed Operators
When windows are intertwined with typical query operators, each variant presents its own challenges with respect to evaluation. The crucial differentiation with relational operators is that results must be continuously renewed, keeping in pace with any changes in window state(s). For example, a windowed join should check for matching tuples between the windows applied over its source streams [9, 16] .
Next, we investigate the repercussions that arise on typical operators due to monotonic-related semantics of their associated windowing constructs. We consider most common windowed operators [16] 
, and aggregation (γ f W L ) with function f (e.g. MAX) based on grouping attributes L. Table 1 summarizes the resulting classification, as derived from the following discussion for each window variant.
Operators over Sliding Windows
Summarizing the argumentation developed in [10] , selection, projection, and merge-union over sliding windows are easily proven weakest non-monotonic, since expiration of tuples in the answer is decided according to a FIFO order.
When sliding windows are combined to join, aggregation and duplicate elimination, these operators yield weak non-monotonic results. Indeed, joined tuples do not expire in the same order they were produced, because their validity depends on the original timestamp values of their constituent items. For example, a joined result p could expire prior to another tuple q produced earlier, in case one of the tuples that generated p expires from window state. In aggregation, 
some groups may be updated more often than others. As for duplicate elimination, a tuple r may be appended to the answer long after inclusion of that r in the window state, due to expiration of an earlier item r from the current result.
Only difference (negation) was shown to be strictly non-monotonic due to explicit deletions. Note that these characterizations are valid for operators associated with either count-based or time-based sliding constructs.
Operators over Tumbling Windows
As already mentioned, the state of a tumbling window is made periodically available, so operators apply their semantics over this temporarily "frozen" relation. Since no state shares any tuples with its predecessor, it turns out that results produced by such windowed operations will be disjoint for successive evaluations.
Nonetheless, a more flexible policy may be applied when evaluating tumblingwindowed operators. Every β time units, a new window state is created and it is initially empty. Subsequently, though, stream tuples are only appended, without deleting any items. As explained in Section 3.3, this pattern is clearly monotonic, but lasts for exactly β time units, when a new state takes its place.
Operators like projection, selection, join, and duplicate elimination, could take advantage of this pattern and produce results incrementally during each state. No FIFO pattern is observed even for simple filtering (e.g., selection), because when a state terminates all current results are invalidated at once. However, due to fixed progression step β, expiration times of any resulting tuple can be easily predicted; this answer remains valid until the end of the current β-sized period. Aggregation can also be handled eagerly without use of negative tuples, by properly updating groups when a new item arrives in the current state, as a means of defeating its blocking behavior. Thus, most operators on tumbling windows are weak non-monotonic thanks to periodicity in expiration times.
In contrast, difference between two tumbling windows W 1 and W 2 is proven strictly non-monotonic. Indeed, as soon as a new tuple s arrives in W 1 and is not present in W 2 , it is added to the result. If a similar item s appears in W 2 and matches the existing s anywhere in W 1 , the latter item must be removed from the answer; but the series of such removals does not generally coincide with the insertion order of tuples in the result. Note that the case can be easily generalized for multisets, by properly adjusting tuple multiplicities. In general, this problematic behavior of difference can be attributed to its intrinsic semantics, which makes negative tuples indispensable for all its windowed versions: Proposition 5. Difference between any window variants is non-monotonic.
Operators over Partitioned Windows
Partitioned windows, which are weak non-monotonic as autonomous operators, trivially retain this property when combined with simple filters like selection and projection or when unifying states with merge-union. The same behavior is observed for duplicate elimination, since any duplicate tuples will always appear in identical partitions, hence their expiration can be predicted.
When joining two partitioned constructs the answer is weak non-monotonic, since a resulting tuple will be removed as soon as at least one of its constituent items ceases to exist in a partition, a fact can be clearly determined without generating negative tuples. Aggregation is also weak non-monotonic: of course, some groups may get updated more frequently, exactly like some of their underlying partitions; but when a tuple perishes from a group, it must also have been expelled from its partition as well, and this latter expiration order is known. As already mentioned, difference is strictly non-monotonic.
Operators over Landmark Windows
Since landmark constructs are always monotonic, adjoined operators like selection, projection, merge-union, and duplicate elimination over them can only produce append-only output tuples, since no results can ever expire.
Similar is the situation concerning landmark-windowed join and aggregation, as they also prove consistently monotonic. Specifically, in the case of a join, a new tuple x in either window may match an older item y from the other window, but the joined result will remain valid for ever. As for aggregation, it is possible that a group could receive more items, but as soon as a tuple gets assigned to a group, it shall never be erased from it; without further complications, function f (MAX, SUM, etc.) gets reapplied over that group.
On the contrary, difference between two landmark windows is strictly nonmonotonic, because expiration of output tuples can occur at arbitrary times, whenever a match is found between the growing contents of both input states.
Binary Operators over Diverse Windows
Up to this point, we assumed that both inputs to binary operators (union, join, difference) were similar window types, although they may differ in their parametric properties (e.g., temporal extent, progression step). However, it may seldom occur that different window types are specified in queries; for example, let a join between a landmark and a tuple-based sliding window, like "compare stock prices received after 10 a.m.
[landmark] against the 1000 most recent bond sells [sliding count-based] provided that matching pairs affect the same companies". Although many combinations may arise, it can be easily verified the following: Proposition 6. The more strongly non-monotonic a window is, the more it dominates the behavior of the binary operator.
Thus, the query above is weak non-monotonic since join involves a sliding window that influences the result more than its monotonic landmark counterpart.
Experimental Validation
In this section, we report on our effort to attest the validity of the semantics framework developed, with particular emphasis on window update patterns. Of course, such a framework lacks proper optimization and fine-tuning and certainly cannot be compared to full-fledged stream processing engines [2, 6, 7] . As ours is not a complete stream processing engine and we cannot evaluate the performance of composite continuous queries according to the Linear Road Benchmark [4] , we focus on the behavior of individual operators. We stress that our main concern was to take advantage of monotonic-related patterns and maintain efficiently the state of autonomous operators, rather than execute complete query plans involving a series of interconnected operators.
Accordingly, windowed adaptations [16] of relational operators were implemented as separate classes in C++ for all variants described in Section 2.2. Operators were abstracted as iterators consuming tuples from their input queue and feeding with results their output queue. Queues can generally serve as a means for inter-operator connectivity, but also for incremental availability of ordered results. Hash tables were maintained for each window state, in order to speed up retrieval and update efficiency.
Experiments were performed on a Pentium IV 2.54 GHz CPU with 512 MB of main memory running GNU/Linux. We generated two synthetic datasets, each with a total of 1,000,000 tuples, and we supplied them as separate streams to our processing framework at diverse arrival rates. As a rule in data stream processing, we adhere to online in-memory computation, excluding the use of hard disk for performance reasons. Input tuples were always received in timestamp order, so stream imperfections such as delayed or out-of-order items cannot occur [17] .
A quite valuable feature of our framework refers to the practically negligible cost of maintaining autonomous window states, thanks to their intrinsic update patterns. Each such construct is implemented as a virtual queue over the input stream, so no tuples need be copied or deleted when window bounds change. Even partitioned windows, despite that their state may involve detached tuples and not cohesive stream chunks (Fig. 1b) , they really incur very low overhead because each incoming item affects just the head and tail of a single partition.
But it is the combination of windows to relational operators that really matters. For brevity, performance results are only shown for the more demanding operators (join, aggregation, duplicate elimination) involving count-based sliding and landmark windows, each one executed in isolation. All other window types demonstrate behavior similar to count-based ones due to their intrinsic sliding nature. As plotted in Fig. 2 , sliding window joins are particularly timeconsuming, compared to the other two operators applied over similar-sized win- dows. This is quite expectable, because the more items in either window state, the more opportunities for matching tuples. In contrast, execution times for aggregation and duplicate elimination are low and remain almost stable, irrespective of window extent. For these windowed operators, only a local arrangement (by adjusting a group or replacing a tuple in current state) suffices to refresh results.
We simulated a wide range of arrival rates for input tuples, in order to validate operator robustness when coping with fluctuating streams. Increased arrival rates of streaming items have great impact on the performance of costly operators like join. As shown in Fig. 3 , at various input rates (up to 100,000 tuples/sec), joins have almost linearly rising execution time when greater extents are specified for their sliding windows, since they potentially generate more matches between states. This phenomenon is aggravated for landmark window joins (Fig. 4) that entail a growing state: indeed, as more items get gradually accumulated, more and more matching tuples are possible to exist.
Operator state maintenance incurs additional overhead. Landmark windowed operators show a linearly increasing memory footprint as more tuples get included into their state. As depicted in type; join is very demanding, because it requires state maintenance for both its input windows. Of course, memory consumption naturally increases as landmark window size steadily grows, but it still remains at reasonable levels (less than 8 Mbytes for 1,000,000 items). The situation with aggregates is similar, but almost with half costs, since only one hash table needs to be maintained. In contrast, duplicates get discarded immediately from state, so their memory requirements are almost negligible. Not surprisingly, with window types other than landmark ones, we observed that memory nearly stabilizes to a limited amount that depends only on window extents, assuming a constant input rate (results are trivial and thus omitted).
Overall, instances of successive operator states empirically verified that window and operator semantics perform exactly as expected and always get updated in the prescribed manner under diverse stream rates and window sizes.
Related Work
Data management community has devoted extensive research efforts in the context of data streams over the last decade. Of the most prominent prototypes, AU-RORA [1] and its distributed version Borealis [2] are data flow oriented systems and utilize sliding and tumbling windows for aggregation, as well as for computing joins and sorted output results. STREAM [6] offers a Continuous Query Language (CQL) equipped with time-based and tuple-based sliding windows with resource sharing capabilities [5] , as well as partitioned windows adhering to the SQL:1999 standard [3] . As for TelegraphCQ [7] , only time-based sliding windows are available in its StreaQuel language, but support for a range of windowing constructs (landmark, tumbling) could also be achieved. No windowing constructs are explicitly specified in Gigascope [12] , but their semantics are indirectly expressed as constraints involving monotonically increasing timestamps of input streams. Punctuations [19, 20] were introduced as an unblocking technique instead of windowing constructs, by suitably embedding special signs in the stream that denote the end of a subset of data. Gigascope regularly generates punctuations ("heartbeats") in order to unblock operators in query plans.
Taking advantage of research foundations from the academia, several industrial products have also begun to offer stream processing capabilities. StreamBase platform [18] builds on the experience of Aurora and Borealis prototypes and provides real-time event processing, offering a mature StreamSQL language for specifying continuous queries; their evaluation is performed on a tuple-driven basis, according to the arrival order of streaming items. In contrast, Oracle's Complex Event Processor [15] uses an extension of CQL that adheres to a timedriven scheme, where window states change according to the timestamp values of incoming tuples. Coral8 [8] in its Continuous Computation Language (CCL) employs stream manipulation according to both tuple-and time-driven approaches and utilizes windowing constructs that can be shared by multiple queries.
Laying the foundations for a streaming SQL standard, a hybrid data model was recently proposed in [11] , which attempts to bridge the gap between tupledriven and time-driven semantics. The underlying concept is that evaluation emanates from the arrival of a batch of tuples, that can be either items of identical timestamp value or distinctly ordered tuples. Its novel stream-to-stream operator SPREAD can provide fine-grained control over ordering relationships among tuples such that the conflicting demands of simultaneity and ordering can both be captured.
Regarding windowed stream processing, the interesting idea of negative tuples [9] was suggested for evaluating sliding window queries, as a means of cancelling results that are no longer valid, at the expense of drastically revised operator semantics. Several optimization techniques were applied for reducing the overhead of doubling the amount of tuples processed and for avoiding output delays. Besides, a detailed examination of stream aggregates was proposed in [14] ; under this interpretation, windowed aggregation reduces to a simple relational one. A temporal stream algebra [13] covers sliding and fixed windows only, distinguishing logical and physical operator levels for query specification and evaluation.
To the best of our knowledge, update patterns for sliding window operators have been analyzed thus far only in [10] , aiming to exploit such properties in operator evaluation at physical execution plans. This important work is perhaps the closest in spirit with our own, also introducing a suitable classification of operators with respect to monotonicity. However, the objective in [10] is entirely focused on time-based sliding windows. In this paper, we develop the generalization of similar monotonic-related patterns to all frequently used window variants, also investigating their impact on typical query operators. Our approach is based on rigorous semantics of a rich set of window types [16] , in an attempt to guide operator evaluation through sound algebraic constructs and not just heuristics mainly geared towards efficiency.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we exhibit the significance of windows in continuous query evaluation, by deeply understanding several update patterns intrinsically tied to window semantics. Although most such constructs do not refresh their state in a monotonic fashion, we show that opportunities still exist for significant savings in their efficient maintenance, to the benefit of advanced stream processing.
Further improvement is possible with respect to shared evaluation and query optimization in presence of overlapping window states. In line with efforts towards foundation of a stream algebra, we also plan to examine properties concerning multiple windows and query rewriting rules in composite execution plans.
